HONG KONG/LEIPZIG, Germany: As part of a multi-million dollar health funding package, the Australian Coalition has granted the University of Adelaide in South Australia AU$1.5 million (US$1.56 million) to investigate poor oral health in children. The study will be conducted nationwide over four years and involve more than 50,000 participants from private and public schools.

According to a governmental survey, teenage children in Australia have an increased risk of developing dental diseases. Every year, over 20,000 children are admitted to hospitals for dental work, a significantly higher number compared with other countries like the UK, where slightly over 5,000 admissions were recorded in 2009.

Researcher Professor John Spencer from the Australian Research Centre for Population Oral Health, who will also lead the study, said that it will look at the organisation and delivery of dental services for children, as well as compare the use and clinical outcomes of school dental services and private dentists. He said that his institute will be partnering with eight state and territory public dental authorities, who will be committing an additional AU$1.7 million (US$1.78 million) to the project.

“Public programmes like the school dental services are not reaching as many children, yet private dental services may be out of the financial reach of many families,” Prof Spencer said. “The challenge is to identify and eliminate barriers to dental health services in Australia, improving service delivery, reducing risks and promoting healthy diets.”

Australia currently spends less than the US and countries in Asia and Europe on public dental care, a 2009 study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has found. The funding for a universal dental health scheme, a key motivation for the Green Party forming a coalition with Labor in the last national election, was recently scrapped from the federal budget by the Ministry of Health.
ROXOLID™
THE NEW “DNA” OF IMPLANT MATERIALS

ROXOLID™ – Exclusively designed to meet the needs of dental implantologists.

Roxolid™ offers:
- Confidence when placing small diameter implants
- Flexibility of having more treatment options
- Designed to increase patients’ acceptance of implant treatment

Asia Pacific Dental Implant Company of the Year
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"The Japanese people will recover from this disaster quickly"

An interview with Eiichi Nakanishi, President and CEO of NSK Nakanishi, Japan

Eiichi Nakanishi is relieved. His company NSK Nakanishi and its staff were unharmed by the 11 March earthquake and subsequent tsunami. Like most Japanese companies, the manufacturer of handpieces and other dental equipment has an obligation to serve its customers in any circumstances. This is the reason Nakanishi says the company is currently working overtime, despite the occasional black-outs, which are still restricting business operations in the country.

Established in the 1950s, NSK has had to face a number of obstacles during its 80-year history, in addition to natural disasters. Production of dental handpieces, for example, had to be stopped in 1945 owing to World War II and was not resumed until 1951. Since then, the small company from Tokyo has evolved into a major international dental player with several business branches outside of Japan. NSK operates not only in major markets like the US, Germany, and Russia, but also in China, Dubai, France, Spain, Australia and the UK. Recently, a representative office was established in Singapore to enhance sales and services to customers in the Southeast Asian region.

Since NSK conducts most of its sales overseas, the recession that hit the Japanese economy in 2009 had little impact on overall business results. This relative independence of domestic sales also gave the company the opportunity to invest in new technologies. As a result, NSK launched seven new products at this year’s International Dental Show (IDS) in Cologne, which, according to Nakanishi, will give the company the opportunity to serve its customers in any circumstances. This is the reason Nakanishi says the company is currently working overtime, despite the occasional black-outs, which are still restricting business operations in the country.

How has the disaster influenced business life in general?

We expect to see some effects in our business operations, particularly in the areas most affected by the earthquake and the tsunami. However, the best we can do right now is to help the population affected by the disaster and work together to recover from these events, which have had severe results.

In your opinion, will this catastrophe have any long-term impact on the dental industry in Japan?

It is too early at the moment to make predictions about the long-term effects on our industry, as we are still in the process of recovery. We believe that the Japanese people will recover from this disaster quickly owing to the Japanese spirit, which embraces such characteristics as endurance, perseverance and dignity.

Light-curing nano-ceram composite

Temporary crown and bridge material – particular fracture and wear resistance – now available in 5 attractive shades

Light-curing micro-hybrid composite

– excellent handling facilities – universal for all filling classes – also available as flowable version

Glass ionomer filling cement

– perfect occlusal accuracy – very low film thickness

All our new products are extremely useful but if I had to choose key products, the Z series contra-angle handpieces and S-Max piezo turbines, as well as the Surgic Pro surgical micro-motor with excellent durability, reliability and great torque accuracy, will be of most benefit to dental practitioners.

Are these products already available worldwide?

We will launch these products in Europe first and gradually expand to other regions. Customers will first be able to purchase them this summer.

You have just returned from this year’s IDS in Cologne. What are your general impressions regarding your exhibition there and the state of the whole industry?

I believe that this year’s IDS was very successful for us. We had many visitors to our booth and received great feedback on our new products. Unfortunately, we only met a few visitors from Japan, probably owing to the current situation in our country.

You exhibited seven new products, including new handpieces, scalers and hygiene solutions. In your opinion, what product or products will be of the most benefit to dental practitioners?

All our new products are extremely useful but if I had to choose key products, the Z series contra-angle handpieces and S-Max piezo turbines, as well as the Surgic Pro surgical micro-motor with excellent durability, reliability and great torque accuracy, will be of most benefit to practitioners.

In accordance with our corporate philosophy—by offering high performance and durable products at reasonable prices, NSK contributes to the health and well-being of people throughout the world—our ultimate goal is to be the No. 1 global dental company.

Thank you very much for this interview.

Highest quality made in Germany

All our products convince by

– excellent physical properties
– easy handling
– perfect aesthetical results

more information:

www.promedica.de

Light-curing nano-ceram composite

– highly aesthetic and biocompatible – universal for all cavity classes – comfortable handling, easy adaptation – also available as flowable version

Glass ionomer filling cement

– perfect packable consistency – excellent durable aesthetics – also available as handmix version

Established in the 1930s, NSK has had to face a number of obstacles during its 80-year history, in addition to natural disasters. Production of dental handpieces, for example, had to be stopped in 1945 owing to World War II and was not resumed until 1951. Since then, the small company from Tokyo has evolved into a major international dental player with several business branches outside of Japan. NSK operates not only in major markets like the US, Germany, and Russia, but also in China, Dubai, France, Spain, Australia and the UK. Recently, a representative office was established in Singapore to enhance sales and services to customers in the Southeast Asian region.

Since NSK conducts most of its sales overseas, the recession that hit the Japanese economy in 2009 had little impact on overall business results. This relative independence of domestic sales also gave the company the opportunity to invest in new technologies. As a result, NSK launched seven new products at this year’s International Dental Show (IDS) in Cologne, which, according to Nakanishi, will give the company the opportunity to serve its customers in any circumstances. This is the reason Nakanishi says the company is currently working overtime, despite the occasional black-outs, which are still restricting business operations in the country.

How has the disaster influenced business life in general?

We expect to see some effects in our business operations, particularly in the areas most affected by the earthquake and the tsunami. However, the best we can do right now is to help the population affected by the disaster and work together to recover from these events, which have had severe results.

In your opinion, will this catastrophe have any long-term impact on the dental industry in Japan?

It is too early at the moment to make predictions about the long-term effects on our industry, as we are still in the process of recovery. We believe that the Japanese people will recover from this disaster quickly owing to the Japanese spirit, which embraces such characteristics as endurance, perseverance and dignity.

Light-curing nano-ceram composite

Temporary crown and bridge material – particular fracture and wear resistance – now available in 5 attractive shades

Light-curing micro-hybrid composite

– excellent handling facilities – universal for all filling classes – also available as flowable version

Glass ionomer filling cement

– perfect occlusal accuracy – very low film thickness

All our new products are extremely useful but if I had to choose key products, the Z series contra-angle handpieces and S-Max piezo turbines, as well as the Surgic Pro surgical micro-motor with excellent durability, reliability and great torque accuracy, will be of most benefit to practitioners.

Are these products already available worldwide?

We will launch these products in Europe first and gradually expand to other regions. Customers will first be able to purchase them this summer.

You have just returned from this year’s IDS in Cologne. What are your general impressions regarding your exhibition there and the state of the whole industry?

I believe that this year’s IDS was very successful for us. We had many visitors to our booth and received great feedback on our new products. Unfortunately, we only met a few visitors from Japan, probably owing to the current situation in our country.

You exhibited seven new products, including new handpieces, scalers and hygiene solutions. In your opinion, what product or products will be of the most benefit to dental practitioners?

All our new products are extremely useful but if I had to choose key products, the Z series contra-angle handpieces and S-Max piezo turbines, as well as the Surgic Pro surgical micro-motor with excellent durability, reliability and great torque accuracy, will be of most benefit to practitioners.

In accordance with our corporate philosophy—by offering high performance and durable products at reasonable prices, NSK contributes to the health and well-being of people throughout the world—our ultimate goal is to be the No. 1 global dental company.

Thank you very much for this interview.